
Part A.  Your assessment of the preparation, organisation and implementation

of the LTT activity in Varaždin

Preparation for the meeting

Organisation and implementation of the LTT activity

Teachers' Assessment
10 responses

Copy

1. The information for the LTT
activity provided by the Croatian

team was sufficient.

2. The information about LTT
activity was timely provided by

the Croatian team.

3. The communication between
partners and the hosting team

was adequate.
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Evaluate the usefulness of each activity aiming at its anticipated
outcome

Part B.  Your assessment of the impact of the LTT activity in Croatia

Please rate the impacts of the LTT activity on your:  

Part C. Comment on the following issues:
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What did you expect from the  LTT activity in Varaždin ? Were your expectations met?

10 responses

I expected a lot and l lmet my expectations

The activity of the shopping center seemed like a bad choice to me. Instead of going to a
standard shopping center (which is in any european country) it would have been better to
consume in the local Zagreb store and not for big companies.

I expected to meet europeen partners and colleagues around upcycling and art. This week was
amazing for exchanges, activities and to imagine a better future.

I wanted cultural exchanges with European colleagues and partners and this was met beyond
my expectations. Our future seem brighter with such partners

Some Workshops could take longer.

I wanted to learn about other countries and their culture.

It was a little bit rushed but otherwise great.

I expected to learn more about the other countries and especially about Varazdin and Croatia.
This aim was completely reached.

The team have organised a marvellous week with very interesting activities. We have plenty of
time to know other teachers. We can aprecciate the differences in our schoolculture. The only
thing that I missed was to participate more actively in the workshops with the artists and in the
upcycling workshps 
Everything was very well organized and prepared. We feel like home.  
The host are incredibly nice and pay attention to every detail

They were met. The experience and the impact on me was even higher than expected.



What could we do to improve future  LTT activities ?

10 responses

Teachers to involve a little more in workshops

Make presentation dynamics (in the first meeting of the first day) to integrate students from
different countries. Congrats, croat team! 🔝💪👏

Continue to meet colleagues around European mobilities to share and disseminate in our
country the European spirit.

Keep meeting European partners to share and disseminate what we have learned this week
from our different partners and their students.

Not that long driving on excursiones

More efficient meetings, clearer agenda.

More time with the kids and their workshops.

You were already perfect! Congratulations!

The teachers meetings should be shorter to give the oportunity to see and to participate in the
workshops.  
 
Use the first afternoon to do activities to improve the relationships between the sutudents. To
plan ludic activities, games and give them free time without teachers but all togheter

Joining the pupils on all their workshops, participating, even if only for limited time.
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